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Thanks to the high quality of all components and the reliability of Regulus CTC
Heat Pumps, all parts and components have a 7 year warranty

The Microgeneration Certification Scheme is a nationally
recognised quality assurance scheme.
MCS is also an eligibility requirement for the Government's
financial incentives, which include the Feed-in Tariff and the
Renewable Heat Incentive.
CTC Heat Pumps have been awarded the CEN European Heat
Pump KEYMARK

and CTC Enertec are renowned for quality engineering and innovation.

ABParts.co.uk at Ashburn are UK distributors for and provide full
technical support and warranty management, design and specification services
within the UK.

Heat pumps draws low-temperature energy from the ambient environment and
“pumps“ it to a higher temperature

Air or ground temperature is usually the heat source

●Biomass

●Solar

●Heat Pump

●Gas

●Oil

●Electricity



Advantages of air-to-water heat pumps
+ Low purchase costs
+ Easy installation
+ No groundwork

Drawbacks of air-to-water heat pumps
- Inconsiderate placement might cause
noise disturbance
- Power output sinks at extremely low
temperatures

In milder climates air is the most available heat source for heat pumps. Air-source
heat pumps benefit from easy installation requiring no deep bores and no
groundwork.
In order to gain heat from the ground, either deep bores need to be drilled, or
loops buried about 1.2m underground. In these systems the output is stable
even under severe frost as the soil maintains a stable temperature.

Advantages of heat pumps with a deep
bore
+ Stable heat source under low outdoor
temperature
+ Deep bores do not require a big ground
area+ Summer cooling possible

Drawbacks of heat pumps with a deep
bore
- Higher installation costs
- Deep bores need a permit
- Water resources must be taken into
consideration

Advantages of heat pumps with ground
collector
+ Lower installation costs against deep
bores
+ Relatively stable heat source under low
outdoor

temperature
+ No special permit needed

Drawbacks of heat pumps with ground
collector
- Groundwork on a large area



The EcoAir 400 series Air to Water Heat Pump is available for 3 phase or single
phase electrical supplies.

●Output figures for 3 phase models range from 6 kW to 20 kW
●Output figures for single phase models range from 6 kW to 10 kW

Air

A++

Part

The EcoPart 400 series Ground to Water Heat Pump
● output figures range from 6 kW to 14 kW single phase

and 6 kW to 17 kW 3 phase

EcoHeat - Ground to Water

Air

The EcoAir 500M are variable speed inverter driven
Air to Water Heat Pumps

●Output figures between 2 kW to 10 kW single
phase and 3 phase 4.9 kw to 22 kW



Smart Controller

The main advantages
Smart control for the best utilisation of
renewable energy sources

Multiple heating zones control, hot water and
heating

Simple temperature control by an adjustable
thermostat in the room

Simple controller adjustments via a web
browser

Control and information on your heating
system from anywhere over the internet

Access to the controller menu from a
computer, tablet or mobile phone

The controller can send failure reports
directly to your e-mail account

Communication with the controller is also
possible via SmS text messages

Remote monitoring which can avoiding the
need for a technician travelling to the site

Wi-Fi
Control







You can find out more about Regulus CTC Heat Pumps on
www.Regulus.co.uk

Regulus CTC Heat Pumps are distributed in the UK by AshBurn Parts
www.ABparts.co.uk

ABparts at Ashburn Stoves
Unit 10 Victoria Mill
Boot Street. Earby.
BB18 6UX

hello@Abparts.co.uk

01282 841500

 are industry leaders in innovative technology and are recognised for
the quality of their engineering.  provide the full range of parts and

components for renewable heating systems.

UK  distributors Ashburn Parts have an in-depth understanding of
renewable heating installations within the UK and can provide expert advice,

specification and design services.

In short - everything you require from one source.

Your Local Installer:

www.Regulus.co.uk
www.Regulus.co.uk
www.Abparts.co.uk
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